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notes on quantum mechanics
chapter 1 lagrangian mechanics our introduction to quantum mechanics will be based on its
correspondence to classical mechanics. for this purpose we will review the relevant concepts
of classical mechanics.
electromagnetics - unitbv
preface to the present edition the present book titled, electromagnetics: general theory of the
electromagnetic field. classical and relativistic approaches, is an extended form of the previous
two editions of the books titled electromagnetics: general theory of the electromagnetic field.
the new book, at the difference of the previous ones, contains four new appendices,
syllabus of m. sc. in physics
syllabus of m. sc. in physics semester i (total 300 marks) four general theoretical papers: paper
101: unit i - mathematical methods i (23 marks)
cherenkov radiation - stem2
cherenkov radiation james emery 5/17/2009 contents 1 introduction 1 2wavemotion 2 3 the
phase and group velocity of waves 3 4 shock waves 4 5 the theory and spectrum of cherenkov
radiation 4
syllabus for the course m. in applied physics and
syllabus for the course m. in applied physics and ballistics ( year 2009 – 2010 onwards ) pg
department of applied physics & ballistics
introduction - alain connes
noncommutative geometry and physics 4 y x figure 3. feynman graph 2. lessons from
renormalization in qft the recipe of dirac and feynman gives the probability amplitude of a
classical ?eld con?guration a as ei s(a) where the classical action is the integral of the
lagrangian density
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